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ABSTRACT. We prove that not every metric space embeds coarsely into an Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature. This
answers a question of Gromov (1993) and is in contrast to the fact that any metric space embeds coarsely into an Alexandrov
space of nonnegative curvature, as shown by Andoni, Naor and Neiman (2015). We establish this statement by proving that a
metric space which is q-barycentric for some q ∈ [1,∞) has metric cotype q with sharp scaling parameter. Our proof utilizes
nonlinear (metric space-valued) martingale inequalities and yields sharp bounds even for some classical Banach spaces.
This allows us to evaluate the bi-Lipschitz distortion of the `∞ grid [m]n∞ = ({1, . . . ,m}n ,‖·‖∞) into `q for all q ∈ (2,∞), from
which we deduce the following discrete converse to the fact that `n∞ embeds with distortion O(1) into `q for q = O(logn).
A rigidity theorem of Ribe (1976) implies that for every n ∈ N there exists m ∈ N such that if [m]n∞ embeds into `q with
distortion O(1), then q is necessarily at least a universal constant multiple of logn. Ribe’s theorem does not give an explicit
upper bound on this m, but by the work of Bourgain (1987) it suffices to take m = n, and this was the previously best-known
estimate for m. We show that the above discretization statement actually holds when m is a universal constant.

1. INTRODUCTION

A complete geodesic metric space (X ,dX ) is an Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature if for any quadruple of
points x, y, z, w ∈ X such that w is a metric midpoint of x and y , i.e., dX (w, x) = dX (w, y) = 1

2 dX (x, y), we have

dX (z, w)2 + 1

4
dX (x, y)2 É 1

2
dX (z, x)2 + 1

2
dX (z, y)2. (1)

If the reverse inequality to (1) holds true for any such quadruple x, y, z, w ∈ X , then X is an Alexandrov space of
nonnegative curvature.1 See e.g. [30, 146, 27, 167, 29, 169, 73] for more on these fundamental notions.

A metric space (Y ,dY ) is said to embed coarsely into a metric space (X ,dX ) if there exist two nondecreasing moduli
ω,Ω : [0,∞) → [0,∞) satisfying ωÉΩ pointwise and limt→∞ω(t ) =∞, and a mapping f : Y → X such that

∀x, y ∈ Y , ω
(
dY (x, y)

)É dX
(

f (x), f (y)
)ÉΩ(

dY (x, y)
)
. (2)

A mapping f : Y → X that satisfies (2) is called a coarse embedding (with moduli ω,Ω).
The notion of a coarse embedding was introduced by Gromov in [67, §4], where such an embedding was called

a "placement," and further studied by him in [69, Section 7.E], where such an embedding was called a "uniform
embedding." The subsequent change to the currently commonly used term "coarse embedding" is due to the need to
avoid conflict with prior terminology in the functional analysis literature; see e.g. the explanation in [19, 159, 140, 143].

As a special case of a more general result that will be described later, we will prove here the following theorem.

Theorem 1. There is a metric space Y that does not embed coarsely into any nonpositively curved Alexandrov space X .

Theorem 1 is the first time that the mere existence of such a metric space Y is established (thus addressing a long-
standing question of Gromov [69]; see below), but we will actually see that one could take here Y = `p for any p > 2.
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1Strictly speaking, the above definition is of Alexandrov spaces of global nonpositive curvature, also known as CAT(0) spaces or Hadamard
spaces. See [27] for the local counterpart of this definition; we will not treat it here, and therefore it will be convenient to drop the term "global"
throughout the present text, because the ensuing results are vacuously false under the weaker local assumption (since the 1-dimensional sim-
plicial complex that is associated to any connected combinatorial graph is an Alexandrov space of local nonpositive curvature). For nonnegative
curvature, the local and global notions coincide due to the (metric version of the) Alexandrov–Toponogov theorem; see e.g. [152].
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It follows from [4] that the statement of Theorem 1 is false if one replaces in it the term "nonpositively curved" by
"nonnegatively curved." Namely, by [4] every metric space embeds coarsely into some nonnegatively curved Alexan-
drov space. This difference between the coarse implications of the "sign" of curvature is discussed further in Sec-
tion 1.4 below, where we also explain how our work answers other open questions that were posed in [4]. A con-
ceptual contribution that underlies Theorem 1 is to specify an invariant which is preserved under embeddings that
may incur very large distortion, such that this invariant holds when the curvature is nonpositive yet it does not follow
from nonnegative curvature. Prior to this, nonnegative curvature was observed to be "better behaved" than nonpos-
itive curvature, in the sense that all such invariants that were previously computed for Alexandrov spaces held/failed
equally well in the presence of either nonpositive or nonnegative curvature (for different reasons), or they held for
spaces of nonnegative curvature and not necessarily for spaces of nonpositive curvature; see Section 1.5 below.

The geometric faithfulness that definition (2) of a coarse embedding imposes is weak (much more so than, say, that
of a bi-Lipschitz embedding), but it nevertheless has strong implications in topology, K -theory and group theory; see
e.g. [69, 52, 181, 74, 183, 140, 143]. The fact that the requirement (2) is not stringent implies that large classes of metric
spaces admit a coarse embedding into "nice" metric spaces (see [64, 34, 28, 74, 182] for examples of theorems of this
type), and it raises the question of finding invariants that serve as obstructions to the existence of coarse embeddings.

The above (open-ended) question was first raised in [69, page 218; Remark (b)], where it is stated that

"There is no known geometric obstruction for uniform embeddings into infinite dimensional spaces. In particu-
lar, it is unclear whether every separable metric space can be uniformly embedded into the Hilbert space R∞."

M. Gromov, 1993.

Here, the term "infinite dimensional" alludes to the fact that Gromov’s investigations in [67, 69] dealt with coarse
embeddings into nonpositively curved spaces which exhibit a certain (appropriately defined) finite dimensionality. In
that setting, he indeed found examples of the sought-after obstructions (e.g. relying on a coarse notion of dimension,
or proving that the rank of a symmetric space serves as an obstruction for coarse embeddings of one symmetric space
into another). The particular case of embedding into a Hilbert space that is mentioned separately in the above quote is
clearly the natural place to start, but it is also important since coarse embeddings into a Hilbert space have profound
topological and K -theoretical implications, as conjectured later by Gromov [52] and proven by Yu [181]. Theorem 1
answers the above question in the setting in which it was originally posed, namely ruling out the existence of a coarse
embedding into an arbitrary Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature.

Gromov’s question influenced the development of several approaches which resolve its Hilbertian case (and vari-
ants for embeddings into certain Banach spaces, partially motivated by an application in [92]), starting with the initial
solution by Dranishnikov, Gong, Lafforgue, and Yu [42], who were the first to prove that there exists a metric space
which does not embed coarsely into a Hilbert space. The main threads in this line of research are

(1) Dranishnikov, Gong, Lafforgue, and Yu [42] were the first to answer the Hilbertian case of Gromov’s question,
by adapting a classical argument of Enflo [44] based on an invariant which he called generalized roundness.

(2) Gromov himself found [70, 72] a different solution, showing that a metric space which contains any sequence
of arbitrarily large bounded degree expander graphs fails to admit a coarse embedding into a Hilbert space.

(3) Pestov [147] proved that the universal Urysohn metric space U does not admit a coarse embedding into any
uniformly convex Banach space, relying on works of Hrushovski [78], Solecki [166] and Vershik [177].

(4) A Fourier-analytic argument of Khot and Naor [94] shows that for every n ∈N one can choose a latticeΛn ⊆Rn

such that any metric space that contains the flat tori {Rn/Λn}∞n=1 does not embed coarsely into a Hilbert space.
(5) Johnson and Randrianarivony [87] proved that if p > 2, then `p does not embed coarsely into a Hilbert space,

by building on a method of Aharoni, Maurey and Mityagin [1]. Randrianarivony [154] proceeded to use this
approach to characterize the Banach spaces that admit a coarse embedding into a Hilbert space as those that
are linearly isomorphic to a closed subspace of an L0(µ) space.

(6) Mendel and Naor introduced [121] an invariant called metric cotype and showed that it yields an obstruction to
coarse embeddings provided that an auxiliary quantity called the "scaling parameter" has a sharp asymptotic
behavior; all of the relevant terminology will be recalled in Section 1.2 below, since this is the strategy of our
proof of Theorem 1. In [121], such a sharp metric cotype inequality was established for K -convex Banach
spaces via a vector-valued Fourier-analytic argument; here we take a different route in lieu of Fourier analysis,
due to its unavailability for functions that take values in metric spaces that are not Banach spaces.

(7) Kalton investigated coarse embeddings in [88] where, building in part on classical work of Raynaud [155], he
introduced an invariant called Kalton’s Property Q, and used it to show that certain Banach spaces (including
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notably the space c0 of null sequences, the James quasi-reflexive space [82, 83], and non-reflexive uniformly
non-octahedral spaces [84, 86, 85, 151]) do not admit a coarse embedding into any reflexive Banach space.
Property Q can also be used to rule out the existence of coarse embeddings of certain Banach spaces into
the Schatten–von Neumann trace class S1; see [60, page 172]. In the same work [88], Kalton considered a
sequence {Kr (N)}∞r=1 of infinite connected combinatorial graphs (equipped with their shortest-path metric),
which are called Kalton’s interlacing graphs, and proved that any metric space which contains {Kr (N)}∞r=1 does
not admit a coarse embedding into any stable metric space, hence a fortiori into a Hilbert space (here, the
notion of stability of a metric space is in the sense of Garling’s definition [59] which builds on that of Krivine
and Maurey [97]; see the survey [15], and we will return to this matter in Section 2 below). This circle of ideas
has been substantially developed in several directions [91, 90, 17, 104, 16], leading in particular to coarse non-
embeddability results also into some non-classical Banach spaces, including the Tsirelson space [173], the
James quasi-reflexive space, and spaces that are reflexive and asymptotically c0 [117].

(8) Lafforgue [100, 101] and Mendel and Naor [124, 125] constructed a special type of (a sequence of) expander
graphs (namely, expanders relative to certain metric spaces, and even super-expanders), which, via a straight-
forward generalization of the aforementioned argument of Gromov [70, 72], do not admit a coarse embedding
into families of metric spaces that include Hilbert spaces but are much richer; we will describe this approach
later as it relates to important open problems that pertain to a potential strengthening of Theorem 1.

(9) Arzhantseva and Tessera [7] introduced the notion of relative expander graphs, which is a weakening of the
classical notion of expander graph, and showed that a metric space that contains any sequence of relative
expanders does not admit a coarse embedding into a Hilbert space. They exhibited examples of such spaces
into which no sequence of expander graph embeds coarsely. We will elaborate on this topic in Section 2 below.

(10) Naor and Schechtman [136] introduced an invariant called a metric KS inequality, evaluated it for some spaces
(including `2), and showed that it is an obstruction to coarse embeddings of powers of hypercubes.

Section 2 below returns to the above list of previous results/methods, explaining why they do not yield Theorem 1.
Briefly, in some cases this is so because one can construct an Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature for which the
given approach fails. Some of the other methods in the above list rely so heavily on linear properties of the underlying
Banach space that we do not see how to interpret those approaches when the target space is not a Banach space. And,
for a couple of items in the above list, their possible applicability to the setting of Theorem 1 requires the (positive)
solution of an open question that is of interest beyond its potential use as a different route to Theorem 1.

In the special case of embeddings into a simply connected Riemannian manifold (M ,dM ) of nonpositive sectional
curvature, Gromov’s question is (implicitly) answered by an argument of Wang [180], which implies that a metric
space which contains any sequence of arbitrarily large bounded degree expander graphs fails to admit a coarse em-
bedding into (M ,dM ); this also follows from the work of Izeki and Nayatani [81], and an explicit exposition of the
proof appears in [138, pages 1159-1160]. The assumption that (M ,dM ) is a Riemannian manifold can be relaxed to a
technical requirement which restricts its possible singularities; in [72, Remark 1.2.C(b)] Gromov calls such Alexandrov
spaces of nonpositive curvature "CAT(0) spaces with bounded singularities." Following this approach, several authors
studied [81, 171, 138, 57, 129, 172] special cases of spaces X for which the conclusion Theorem 1 holds true; to indicate
just one of several such examples that are available in the literature, Fujiwara and Toyoda [57, Corollary 1.9] proved
that this is so when X is an arbitrary CAT(0) cube complex. However, in [71, page 187] and [72, page 117] Gromov
himself proposed a construction of Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature for which his approach fails, and this
was carried out by Kondo [96]. By [125], there are metric spaces (namely, those that contain a specially-constructed
sequence of bounded degree expander graphs) that do not embed coarsely into most such "Gromov–Kondo spaces,"
but the proof of this statement in [125] relies on particular properties of the specific construction.

1.1. Barycentric metric spaces. For a setΩ, let P<∞
Ω be the space of all finitely supported probability measures onΩ.

A function B :P<∞
Ω →Ω is said to be a barycenter map if B(δx ) = x for every x ∈Ω, where δx is the point mass at x.

Following the terminology of [123], if q ∈ [1,∞), then a metric space (X ,dX ) is said to be q-barycentric with constant
β ∈ (0,∞) if there exists a barycenter map B :P<∞

X → X such that every x ∈ X and µ ∈P<∞
X satisfy

dX
(
B(µ), x

)q + 1

βq

ˆ
X

dX
(
B(µ), y

)q dµ(y) É
ˆ

X
dX (x, y)q dµ(y). (3)

A metric space is said to be barycentric if it is q-barycentric for some q ∈ [1,∞). We imposed the restriction q Ê 1 above
because it is mandated by the barycentric requirement (3) (unless X is a singleton). Moreover, if (X ,dX ) contains a
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geodesic segment, then (3) implies that q Ê 2, though barycentric metric spaces need not necessarily contain any
geodesic segment. See Section 5 below for a quick justification of these facts and further discussion.

It is well known (see e.g. [105, Lemma 4.1] or [169, Theorem 6.3]) that any Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature
is 2-barycentric with constant β= 1. Hence, Theorem 1 is a special case of the following theorem.

Theorem 2. There exists a metric space Z that does not embed coarsely into any barycentric metric space.

In fact, we will establish the following more refined version of Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. If p, q ∈ [1,∞] satisfy p > q, then `p does not embed coarsely into any q-barycentric metric space.

1.2. Sharp metric cotype. Following [121], a metric space (X ,dX ) is said to have metric cotype q ∈ (0,∞) with con-
stant Γ ∈ (0,∞) if for every n ∈N there exists some m = m(n, q, X ) ∈N such that every function f :Zn

2m → X satisfies( n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +mei ), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

É Γm

(
1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

. (4)

In (4) and in what follows, Z2m =Z/(2mZ) and the additions that appear in the arguments of f are modulo 2m. Also,
e1 = (1,0, . . . ,0), . . . ,en = (0, . . . ,0,1) is the standard basis of Zn

2m (or, with a subsequent slight abuse of notation, of Rn).
See [121] for an explanation of this terminology, as well as its motivation within an extensive long-term research

program called the Ribe program. Explaining this larger context is beyond the scope of the present article, but acces-
sible introductory surveys are available [89, 128, 12, 143, 63, 132]. It suffices to say here that our work is yet another
example of an application of the Ribe program in which insights that are inspired by Banach space theory are used to
answer a geometric question about objects which a priori have nothing to do with Banach spaces. As we shall see be-
low, in addition to the aforementioned application, revisiting these matters in the fully nonlinear setting of Alexandrov
spaces forced us to find a different approach that led to new results even for Banach spaces such as `q .

Remark 4. The above definition of metric cotype q is not identical to the definition of [121]. The difference is that
in [121] the average in the right hand side of (4) is over the 3n points ε ∈ {−1,0,1}n rather than over the 2n points
ε ∈ {−1,1}n . In the context of [121] it was more natural to average over the `n∞ edges ε ∈ {−1,0,1}n , while in the present
context an average over the sign vectors ε ∈ {−1,1}n arises naturally. This nuance is irrelevant for the application to
coarse embeddings. Nevertheless, in Section 4 below we will prove that the above variant of the definition of metric
cotype q in fact coincides with the original definition of [121].

As formulated above (and in the literature), the notion of metric cotype q suppresses the value of the so-called "scal-
ing parameter" m = m(n, q, X ). Nevertheless, it was shown in [121] that obtaining a good upper bound on m is impor-
tant for certain applications, including as an obstruction to coarse embeddings. As explained in [121, Lemma 2.3], if
(X ,dX ) is any non-singleton metric space that satisfies (4), then necessarily m Ê 1

Γn1/q . So, say that (X ,dX ) has sharp
metric cotype q if (X ,dX ) has metric cotype q with m,Γ in (4) satisfying2 the bounds m.q,X n1/q and Γ.q,X 1.

Prior to the present work, the literature contained only one theorem which establishes that a certain class of metric
spaces has sharp metric cotype q . Namely, by [121] this is so for K -convex Banach spaces of Rademacher cotype q
(see e.g. [116] for the definitions of the relevant Banach space concepts; we will not use them in the ensuing proofs).
The question whether every Banach space of Rademacher cotype q has sharp metric cotype q remains a fundamental
open problem [121]. On the other hand, in [176, Theorem 1.5] it was shown that for some q ∈ [1,∞), some classes
of metric spaces (including ultrametrics) have metric cotype q but do not have sharp metric cotype q ; another such
example appears in Remark 16 below. The following theorem yields a new setting in which sharp metric cotype holds.

Theorem 5 (q-barycentric implies sharp metric cotype q). Fix q,β ∈ [1,∞) and let (X ,dX ) be a q-barycentric metric
space with constant β. Then, for every n ∈N and m ∈ 2N, every function f :Zn

2m → X satisfies( n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +mei ), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

É
(
4n

1
q +βm

)( 1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

. (5)

In particular, if m Ê 1
βn1/q , then (X ,dX ) satisfies the metric cotype q inequality (4) with constant Γ.β.

2In addition to the usual "O(·),o(·)" asymptotic notation, it will be convenient to use throughout this article the following (also standard)
asymptotic notation. Given two quantities Q,Q ′ > 0, the notations Q .Q ′ and Q ′ &Q mean that Q É CQ ′ for some universal constant C > 0.
The notation Q ³ Q ′ stands for (Q . Q ′)∧ (Q ′ . Q). If we need to allow for dependence on parameters, we indicate this by subscripts. For
example, in the presence of auxiliary objects (e.g. numbers or spaces) φ,Z, the notation Q .φ,Z Q ′ means that Q ÉC (φ,Z)Q ′, where C (φ,Z) > 0

is allowed to depend only on φ,Z; similarly for the notations Q &φ,Z Q ′ and Q ³φ,Z Q ′.
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Remark 6. Beyond metric cotype, dimension-dependent scaling parameters occur (for conceptually distinct reasons)
in other metric inequalities that arise in the Ribe program. Determining their asymptotically sharp values is a major
difficulty that pertains to important open problems; see [120, 61, 176, 60, 135, 130, 137, 48]. The currently best-known
general bound [60] for the metric cotype q scaling parameter of Banach spaces of Rademacher cotype q is m. n1+1/q .

The deduction of Theorem 3 (hence also its special cases Theorem 2 and Theorem 1) from Theorem 5 follows from
an argument of [121]; for completeness, we will provide this derivation in Section 1.3.1 below. Beyond this application,
it turns out that Theorem 5 sometimes yields new information even when the underlying metric space is a Banach
space. To explain this, fix q ∈ [2,∞) and K ∈ [1,∞). Following the terminology of [13] (itself inspired by [148, 54]; see
also the treatment in [150]), a Banach space (X ,‖ ·‖X ) is said to be q-uniformly convex with constant K ∈ [1,∞) if

∀x, y ∈ X , 2‖x‖q
X + 2

Kq ‖y‖q
X É ‖x + y‖q

X +‖x − y‖q
X . (6)

The minimum K for which (6) holds is denoted Kq (X ). As shown in [11, Lemma 3.1] (for q = 2) and [124, Lemma 6.5]
(for general q Ê 2), every q-uniformly convex Banach space is also q-barycentric with constant βÉ 2Kq (X ). Combin-
ing this fact with Theorem 5, we deduce the following statement

Corollary 7. Suppose that q ∈ [2,∞) and let (X ,‖·‖X ) be a q-uniformly convex Banach space. Then, for every n ∈N and
m ∈ 2N, every function f :Zn

2m → X satisfies( n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

2m

‖ f (x +mei )− f (x)‖q
X

) 1
q

.
(
n

1
q +Kq (X )m

)( 1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

2m

‖ f (x +ε)− f (x)‖q
X

) 1
q

. (7)

In [121, Section 4] a bound that is similar to (7) was obtained under the assumption that X is a K -convex Banach
space of Rademacher cotype q , in which case in the right hand side of (7) the quantityKq (X ) is replaced in [121] by the
product of the operator norm of the Rademacher projection on Lq ({−1,1}n ; X ) and the Rademacher cotype q constant
of X . These two results are incomparable, in the sense that there are Banach spaces X for which (7) is stronger than
the bound of [121], and vice versa. To examine a concrete example, by the Clarkson inequality [36], if q ∈ [2,∞) and
X = `q , then we have Kq (X ) = 1, so the first term in the right hand side of (7) becomes n1/q +m, which makes (7)
sharp in this case, up to the implicit absolute constant factor. In contrast, the Rademacher cotype q constant of `q is
equal to 1 and, for sufficiently large n = n(q) ∈N, the norm of the Rademacher projection on Lq ({−1,1}n ;`q ) is at least
a universal constant multiple of

p
q (for a justification of the latter statement, consider e.g. [79, Lemma 7.4.11] with

N ³ p). Hence the corresponding term in the bound of [121] is n1/q +p
qm, which is significantly weaker than (7) if q

is large; we will describe in Section 1.3.2 below a geometric consequence of (7) that relies on its behavior in the large
q regime and does not follow from its counterpart in [121]. On a more conceptual level, the fact that the Rademacher
projection appears in the bound of [121] reflects the Fourier-analytic nature of its proof in [121]. In the present setting,
we need an argument that works for functions that take values in barycentric metric spaces rather than Banach spaces,
in which case we do not know how to interpret the considerations of [121]. The new route that we take here leads to
the aforementioned better dependence on q as q → ∞ when X = `q , though, as we already mentioned above, it is
neither stronger nor weaker than the bound of [121] for general Banach spaces.

1.3. Non-embeddability. Here we will derive some geometric consequences of Theorem 5, including Theorem 1.

1.3.1. Coarse, uniform and quasisymmetric embeddings. A metric space (Y ,dY ) is said to embed uniformly into a
metric space (X ,dX ) if there exists a one-to-one mapping f : Y → X such that both f and f −1 : f (Y ) → Y are uniformly
continuous. (Y ,dY ) is said to embed quasisymmetrically into (X ,dX ) if there exists a one-to-one mapping f : Y → X
and an increasing modulus η : (0,∞) → (0,∞) with limt→0η(t ) = 0 such that for every distinct x, y, z ∈ Y we have

dY
(

f (x), f (y)
)

dY
(

f (x), f (z)
) É η

(
dX (x, y)

dX (x, z)

)
.

See [80, 174, 19, 75, 143] and the references therein for (parts of) the large literature on these topics.
The proof of the following proposition is a straightforward abstraction of the arguments in [121] (for coarse and

uniform embeddings) and [127] (for quasisymmetric embeddings).

Proposition 8. Suppose that p, q ∈ [2,∞] satisfy p > q. Then `p does not admit a coarse, uniform or quasisymmetric
embedding into a metric space (X ,dX ) that has sharp metric cotype q. More generally, if a Banach space (Y ,‖·‖Y ) admits
a coarse, uniform or quasisymmetric embedding into such (X ,dX ), then Y has Rademacher cotype q +ε for any ε> 0.
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For completeness, we shall now quickly prove Proposition 8 in the case of coarse embeddings, thus establishing
that Theorem 5 implies Theorem 3.

Proof of Proposition 8 in the case of coarse embeddings. Let ω,Ω : [0,∞) → [0,∞) satisfy ω É Ω and limt→∞ω(t ) =∞.
Suppose that (X ,dX ) is a non-singleton metric space that satisfies the sharp metric cotype q condition (4) for every
n ∈N, some Γ= Γ(q, X ) > 0 and m = m(n, q, X ) ∈N obeying m ÉC n1/q for some C =C (q, X ) > 0. By [121, Lemma 2.3]
we have m Ê 1

Γn1/q . Suppose also that φ : `n
p → X satisfies ω(dX (x, y)) É ‖φ(x)−φ(y)‖p ÉΩ(dX (x, y)) for all x, y ∈ `n

p .
Consider the function f :Zn

2m → X that is given by

∀x = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈Zn
2m , f (x)

def= φ
(
n− 1

p me
πi
m x1 , . . . ,n− 1

p me
πi
m xn

)
.

Then, for every x ∈Zn
2m , every j ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and every ε ∈ {−1,1}n we have

dX
(

f (x +me j ), f (x)
)Êω(

n− 1
p m|eπi−1|

)
Êω

( 2

Γ
n

1
q − 1

p

)
and dX

(
f (x +ε), f (x)

)ÉΩ(
m|e πi

m −1|
)
ÉΩ(π).

Due to these bounds, the assumed sharp metric cotype q inequality yields the estimate

ω
( 2

Γ
n

1
q − 1

p

)
n

1
q É ΓmΩ(π) ÉCΩ(π)n

1
q =⇒ ω

( 2

Γ
n

1
q − 1

p

)
ÉCΩ(π). (8)

Since q < p, the validity of (8) for every n ∈N contradicts the assumption that limt→∞ω(t ) =∞. The final statement
of Proposition 8 follows by combining this conclusion with a (deep) classical theorem of Maurey and Pisier [118]. �

To state one concrete example of a locally finite metric space Y for which the conclusion of Theorem 1 holds true,
by using the above proof of Proposition 8 with the (arbitrarily chosen) value p = 3, while recalling that by Theorem 5,
when X is an Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature one can work with m =p

n, shows that one can take

(Y ,dY ) =
∞⊔

m=1

(
3
p

m
{

e
πi
m ,e

2πi
m ,e

3πi
m , . . . ,e2πi

}m2

,‖ ·‖
`m2

3

)
. (9)

Here (and throughout), we use the standard convention that the disjoint union of bounded metric spaces is their set-
theoretic disjoint union, equipped with the metric that coincides with the given metric within each "cluster," and the
distance between points that belong to two different clusters is the maximum of the diameters of these two clusters.

The metric space in (9) is locally finite, but not of bounded geometry (see [143, Definition 1.66]). We therefore ask

Question 9. Does there exist a metric space of bounded geometry that does not embed coarsely into any Alexandrov
space of nonpositive curvature? Does this hold true for coarse embedding into any barycentric space?

Given that Theorem 1 has now been established, it seems plausible that the answer to Question 9 is positive. How-
ever, it isn’t clear whether the expander-based approach [70, 72] that was previously used to address this matter for
embeddings into a Hilbert space could be be applied here (certainly, by [96], one cannot use arbitrary expanders, as
was done before. A tailor-made expander would be needed); see Section 2 for more on this very interesting issue.

1.3.2. Bi-Lipschitz distortion. Suppose that (U ,dU ) and (V ,dV ) are non-singleton metric spaces, and that f : U →V is
a one-to-one mapping. The (bi-Lipschitz) distortion of f , denoted dist( f ) ∈ [1,∞], is the quantity

dist( f )
def= sup

x,y∈U
x 6=y

dV
(

f (x), f (y)
)

dU (x, y)
· sup

a,b∈U
a 6=b

dU (a,b)

dV
(

f (a), f (b)
) .

We shall also use the convention that dist( f ) =∞ if f is not one-to-one. The distortion of U in V , denoted cV (U ), is the
infimum of dist( f ) over all possible f : U →V . In particular, by re-scaling we see that the distortion of a metric space
(M ,dM ) in a Banach space (X ,‖ ·‖X ) is the infimum over those D ∈ [1,∞] for which there is f : M → X that satisfies

∀x, y ∈ M ,
dM (x, y)

D
É ‖ f (x)− f (y)‖X É dM (x, y). (10)

For p ∈ [1,∞] and a finite metric space (Φ,dΦ), we will use below the simpler notation c`p (Φ) = cp (Φ).
Given m,n ∈N, let [m]n∞ ⊆ `n∞ denote the finite grid {1, . . . ,m}n ⊆Rn , equipped with the `∞ metric on Rn . For each

q ∈ [1,∞] we consider two "trivial" embeddings of [m]n∞ into `q . The first is the restriction of the identity mapping
from `n∞ to `n

q ⊆ `q , which we denote below by Id[m]n∞→`q . The distortion of Id[m]n∞→`q equals n1/q . For the second em-
bedding, fix an arbitrary enumeration {x1, . . . , xmn } of the mn elements of [m]n∞, and let Forget[m]n∞→`q

be the mapping

∀ j ∈ {
1, . . . ,mn}

, Forget[m]n∞→`q
(x j ) = e j ∈ `mn

q .
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The reason for the above notation/terminology is that this mapping "forgets" the metric structure of the grid [m]n∞
altogether, as it is an arbitrary bijection of [m]n∞ and the vertices of a simplex of mn vertices, on which the `q metric
is trivial (equilateral). Since the diameter of [m]n∞ equals m, the distortion of the embedding Forget[m]n∞→`q

equals m.
The following consequence of Corollary 7 shows that when q Ê 2, the better of the two trivial embeddings Id[m]n∞→`q

and Forget[m]n∞→`q
yields the smallest-possible (up to universal constant factors) distortion of the grid [m]n∞ into `q .

Corollary 10. For every m,n ∈N and q ∈ [2,∞) we have

cq
(
[m]n

∞
)³ min

{
dist

(
Id[m]n∞→`q

)
,dist

(
Forget[m]n∞→`q

)}= min
{

n
1
q ,m

}
. (11)

Proof. It will be notationally convenient to show that cq ([m+1]2n∞ )&min{n1/q ,m}, which is of course equivalent to the
assertion of Corollary 10, up to a possible modification of the implicit universal constant factor in (11). So, suppose
that f : [m +1]2n∞ → `q satisfies (10) with M = [m +1]2n∞ and X = `q . The task is to deduce that D &min{n1/q ,m}.

Let dZn
2m

:Zn
2m ×Zn

2m →N∪ {0} be the shortest-path metric on the Cayley graph of Zn
2m induced by {−1,0,1}n ⊆Zn

2m .

By [121, Lemma 6.12], there is an embeddingψ :Zn
2m → {1, . . . ,m+1}2n whose distortion as a mapping from (Zn

2m ,dZn
2m

)

to [m +1]2n∞ is O(1). So, there are α,β> 0 with β/α. 1 such that αdZn
2m

(x, y) É ‖ψ(x)−ψ(y)‖∞ ÉβdZn
2m

(x, y) for every
x, y ∈Zn

2m . Consider the function h = f ◦ψ :Zn
2m → `q . Then ‖h(x+mei )−h(x)‖q ÊαdZn

2m
(x+mei , x)/D =αm/D and

‖h(x+ε)−h(x)‖q ÉβdZn
2m

(x+ε, x) Éβ for all x ∈Zn
2m , i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and ε ∈ {−1,1}n . Therefore, recalling thatKq (`q ) = 1,

an application of Corollary 7 to h gives the estimate αn1/q m/D .β(n1/q +m). Since β/α. 1, this means that

D &
n

1
q m

n
1
q +m

³ min
{

n
1
q ,m

}
. �

In the setting of Corollary 10, the previous lower bound on cq ([m]n∞) is due to [121], and is smaller than the sharp
estimate (11) by a factor of

p
q . We will next see applications for which large values of q are needed and using the

bound of [121] leads to asymptotically suboptimal results. Note that one could analogously fix p ∈ (q,∞) and investi-
gate the asymptotic behavior of cq ([m]n

p ), where [m]n
p denotes the grid {1, . . . ,m}n ⊆Rn equipped with the `p metric on

Rn . In this more general setting, using Corollary 10 we again obtain a lower bound that is better than that of [121] by
a factor of

p
q , however we no longer know that it is sharp up to universal constant factors as in (11) (the best-known

upper bound on cq ([m]n
p ) follows from an argument of [119]). This is due to a subtlety that relates to a longstanding

open question in metric embeddings; see the discussion of this intriguing issue in [135, Remark 1.13] and [49].
By a (special case of a) theorem of Ribe [157], for every n ∈N there is m ∈N such that if cp ([m]n∞) = O(1) for some

p ∈ [2,∞), then necessarily p & logn.3 The fact that Ribe’s theorem does not provide any estimate on m was addressed
by Bourgain [25], who found a different proof which yields an explicit estimate (Bourgain’s discretization theorem),
albeit it gives here the weak bound m = exp(exp(O(n))). However, since we are dealing with embeddings of `n∞ rather
than a general n-dimensional normed space, in the same paper he showed that it suffices to take m = n in our setting
(specifically, this follows from of [25, Proposition 5]); note that since [m]n∞ contains an isometric copy of [m]m∞ for
every m ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, this implies formally that one can also take m to be at most any fixed positive power of n, by
adjusting the implicit constant in the conclusion p & logn. Different proofs of this fact were found in [121, 62], but it
remained the best-known bound on m to date. Corollary 10 implies that actually it suffices to take m =O(1).

To justify the latter statement, observe that if cp ([m]n∞) = O(1), then by (11) we have min{n1/p ,m} = O(1). Hence,
provided that m is bigger than an appropriate universal constant (specifically, it needs to be bigger than the implicit
constant in the O(1) notation), it follows that n1/p = O(1), thus implying the desired lower bound p & logn. One
should note the importance of having the sharp bound (11) at our disposal here, because the aforementioned weaker
bound cp ([m]n∞)&min{n1/p /

p
p,m} of [121] does not imply the lower bound p & logn for any m ∈Nwhatsoever.

Another perspective on the above reasoning arises by examining a parameter p(X ) ∈ [2,∞) that was defined for a
finite metric space (X ,dX ) in [129, Section 1.1] as the infimum over those p ∈ [2,∞) for which cp (X ) < 10. The value 10
in this definition was chosen arbitrarily in [129] for notational simplicity, and clearly given α > 1 one could consider
an analogous quantity pα(X ) by defining it to be the infimum over those p ∈ [2,∞) for which cp (X ) <α. In addition to
its intrinsic interest, the study of the quantity p(X ) is motivated by its algorithmic significance to approximate nearest
neighbor search; see [129, Remark 4.12] as well as [133, 14] and a more recent improvement in [5]. Due to Corollary 10,
we can now evaluate these parameters up to universal constant factors for X = [m]n∞.

3A shorter proof of this fact, using an ultrapower and differentiation argument, follows form [76]. Because for this particular case of Ribe’s
theorem the target space is `q , a further simplification of the differentiation step is possible; see also [19, 111]
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Corollary 11. There exists m0 ∈N such that p([m]n∞) ³ logn for every m,n ∈Nwith m Ê m0. More generally, there exists
a universal constant C Ê 1 such that pα([m]n∞) ³ (logn)/ logα for every αÊ 2 and m,n ∈Nwith m ÊCα.

Proof. Fix p,α Ê 2 and m,n ∈N. Since cp ([m]n∞) É dist(Id[m]n∞→`p ) = n1/p , we trivially have pα([m]n∞) É (logn)/ logα.

In the reverse direction, suppose that cp (X ) < α. Therefore min{n1/p ,m}. α, by Corollary 10. Provided that m ÊCα
for a sufficiently large universal constant C Ê 1, it follows from this that n1/p .α, and hence p & (logn)/ logα. �

Using the bound of [121] in place of Corollary 10, one gets p([m]n∞)& (logn)/ loglogn for m Ê m0. So, Corollary 11
improves over the available bound by the modest term loglogn, but the resulting estimate is now sharp up to a univer-
sal constant factor. Having established this fact, one could hope for the following even more precise understanding.
Fixing α ∈ {2,3, . . .} (e.g. focus here on α = 10 as in [129]), since [m]n∞ has distortion m from an mn-simplex, we have
pα([m]n∞) = 2 if m < α. At the same time, Corollary 11 asserts that pα([m]n∞) ³α logn if m Ê Cα, so the asymptotic
behavior of pα([m]n∞) changes markedly as m ranges over the interval [α−1,Cα]. This might occur abruptly rather
than obeying intermediate asymptotics within the bounded interval; the following natural question seems accessible.

Question 12. Fix α ∈ {2,3, . . .}. Do there exist m0 = m0(α) ∈N and n0 = n0(α) ∈N such that for every n ∈ {n0,n0 +1, . . .}
we have pα([m]n∞) = 2 if m ∈ {1, . . . ,m0 −1}, yet pα([m]n∞)&α logn for m ∈ {m0,m0 +1, . . .}? If so, perhaps m0 =α?

1.4. Quadratic metric inequalities. Here we will briefly explain how the present work answers further questions that
were posed in the article [4] of Andoni, Naor and Neiman, which investigates issues related to the fundamental (still
wide open) problem of obtaining an intrinsic characterization of those metric spaces that admit a bi-Lipschitz em-
bedding into some Alexandrov space of nonpositive or nonnegative curvature. This topic falls under the intriguing
general question that Gromov calls the "curvature problem" [73, Section 1.19+] (see also his earlier formulation4 in [71,
§15], the overall discussion of this topic in [4, 18], and [167, 56, 20, 162, 106, 21] for progress on the isometric setting).

Following [4], given n ∈ N and two n-by-n matrices with nonnegative entries A = (ai j ),B = (bi j ) ∈ Mn
(
[0,∞)

)
, a

metric space (X ,dX ) is said to satisfy the (A,B)-quadratic metric inequality if

∀x1, . . . , xn ∈ X ,
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

ai j dX (xi , x j )2 É
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

bi j dX (xi , x j )2. (12)

As explained in [4, Section 4], there exist two collections of pairs of matrices with nonnegative entries

AÉ0,AÊ0 ⊆
∞⋃

n=1

(
Mn

(
[0,∞)

)×Mn
(
[0,∞)

))
,

such that bi-Lipschitz embeddability into some Alexandrov space of nonpositive or nonnegative curvature is charac-
terized by the quadratic metric inequalities that are associated to AÉ0 and AÊ0, respectively. Namely, a metric space
(Y ,dY ) admits an Alexandrov space of nonpositive (respectively, nonnegative) curvature (X ,dX ) = (X (Y ),dX (Y )) for
which cX (Y ) = O(1) if and only if (Y ,dY ) satisfies the (A,B)-quadratic metric inequality for every (A,B) ∈ AÉ0 (re-
spectively, for every (A,B) ∈AÊ0). See [4, Proposition 3] for a more refined formulation of this fact that spells out the
dependence on the implicit constant in the O(1) notation. One possible (and desirable) way to obtain an intrinsic
characterization of those metric spaces that admit a bi-Lipschitz embedding into some Alexandrov space of nonpos-
itive or nonnegative curvature would be to specify concrete families AÉ0,AÊ0 as above. Note that one could describe
such AÉ0,AÊ0 by considering all the possible quadratic metric inequalities that every such Alexandrov spaces satisfies,
so this question necessarily has some vagueness built into it, depending on what is considered to be "concrete" here.

A concrete candidate for AÊ0 has not yet been proposed, and it would be very interesting to investigate this further.
In [4, Section 5] a (quite complicated) candidate for AÉ0 was derived, and the question whether or not it satisfies the
desired property remains an interesting open problem that is perhaps tractable using currently available methods.

It was shown in [4] that whatever AÊ0 may be, the corresponding family of inequalities "trivializes" if the distances
are not squared, i.e., if

(
A= (ai j ),B= (bi j )

) ∈ (
Mn(R)×Mn(R)

)∩AÊ0, then for every metric space (M ,dM ) we have

∀x1, . . . , xn ∈ M ,
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

ai j dM (xi , x j ).
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

bi j dM (xi , x j ).

4Specifically, in [71, §15(b)] Gromov wrote "The geodesic property is one logical level up from concentration inequalities as it involves the
existential quantifier. It is unclear if there is a simple ∃-free description of (nongeodesic!) subspaces in CAT(κ)-spaces." The term "concentration
inequalities" is defined in [71, §15(a)] to be the same inequalities as the quadratic metric inequalities that we consider in (12), except that in [71]
they are allowed to involve arbitrary powers of the pairwise distances. However, due to [4] it suffices to consider only quadratic inequalities for
the purpose of the simple intrinsic description that Gromov hopes to obtain (though, as he indicates, it may not exist).
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In light of this result, [4, Section 1.4.1] naturally raised the question whether the same "trivialization" property holds
for AÉ0. Theorem 5 resolves this question, as exhibited by the sharp metric cotype 2 inequality itself, which is a
quadratic metric inequality that we now know holds in any Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature, but if one
raises all the distances that occur in it to power 1 rather than squaring them, then it is straightforward to verify that
the resulting distance inequality fails for the metric space (Zn

2m ,dZn
2m

), even allowing for any loss of a constant factor.
An inspection of the proof of Theorem 5 that appears below reveals that the sharp metric cotype 2 inequality for

Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature belongs to the family of quadratic metric inequalities that were derived
in [4, Section 5.2]. Checking this assertion is somewhat tedious but entirely mechanical. Specifically, our proof of
Theorem 5 consists only of (many) applications of the triangle inequality and (many) applications of an appropriate
variant of Pisier’s martingale inequality for barycentric metric spaces (see Proposition 26 below). The latter inequality
is due to [123], where its proof is an iterative application of the barycentric condition (3). As such, the ensuing deriva-
tion of the sharp metric cotype 2 inequality for Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature can be recast as falling
into the hierarchical framework of [4, Section 5.2]. Hence, the above lack of "trivialization" of AÉ0 when the squares
are removed already occurs within this hierarchy, thus answering another question that was raised in [4].

1.4.1. Wasserstein spaces. Given p Ê 1 and a separable complete metric space (X ,dX ), let Pp (X ) denote the space of
all Borel probability measures on X of finite p’th moment, equipped with the Wasserstein-p metric; see e.g. [179] for
all of the relevant terminology and background (which will not be used in any of the ensuing proofs).

It was proved in [4] that if p > 1 and θ ∈ (0,1/p], then for every finite metric space (M ,dM ), its θ-snowflake, i.e., the
metric space (M ,dθ

M ), embeds with distortion arbitrarily close to 1 into Pp (R3). Hence, by basic facts (see e.g. [95, Sec-

tion 2.4]) about ultrapowers of metric spaces, (Y ,dθ
Y ) embeds isometrically into an ultrapower of Pp (R3) for every (not

necessarily finite) metric space (Y ,dY ). In particular, since by [144, 170, 114] an ultrapower of P2(R3) is an Alexandrov
space of nonnegative curvature, it follows that any metric space embeds via an embedding which is simultaneously
coarse, uniform and quasisymmetric into some Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature.

Initially, namely prior to the present work, the validity of the above universality result led some researchers to
suspect that the conclusion of Theorem 1 might actually be false. Indeed, a main open question of [4] was whether for
every metric space (Y ,dY ) the metric space (Y ,

√
dY ) admits a bi-Lipschitz embedding into some Alexandrov space of

nonpositive curvature; Theorem 1 resolves this question.
Since the proof of Theorem 2 relies only on the sharp metric cotype of the target space, which involves only its finite

subsets, the following corollary is a consequence of a combination of the aforementioned result of [4] and Theorem 2.

Corollary 13. If p > 1, thenPp (R3) does not admit a coarse, uniform or quasisymmetric embedding into any barycentric
metric space, and hence, in particular, it admits no such embedding into any Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature.

Because P2(R3) is an Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature, the following corollary is nothing more than a
special case of Corollary 13, but it seems worthwhile to state separately.

Corollary 14. There exists an Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature that does not embed coarsely into any Alexan-
drov space of nonpositive curvature.

The potential validity of Corollary 13 (and the underlying universality phenomenon that was used to deduce it) for
p = 1 remains a very interesting open question; see [4] for a thorough discussion of this matter, which is closely related
to an old open question of Bourgain [23]. Also, the conclusion of Corollary 13 with Pp (R3) replaced by Pp (R2) remains
intriguingly open; see [8] for partial information in this direction. In relation to the latter question, observe that due to
Proposition 8, a positive answer to the following question would imply that the snowflake universality phenomenon
that was established in [4] for P2(R3) does not hold true for P2(R2).

Question 15. Does P2(R2) have sharp metric cotype q for any q ∈ [2,∞)?

Remark 16. Answering a question that was posed in [4], our forthcoming work [48] establishes that any Alexandrov
space of nonnegative curvature has metric cotype 2. In particular, bothP2(R2) andP2(R3) have metric cotype 2, but by
combining the aforementioned snowflake universality of P2(R3) that was proved in [4] with Proposition 8, we see that
P2(R3) fails to have metric cotype q with sharp scaling parameter for any q ∈ [2,∞). This yields another example of a
metric space whose metric cotype is not sharp, which is yet another indication that the phenomenon of Theorem 5 is
a rare occurrence. This also shows that the answer to Question 15 with P2(R2) replaced by P2(R3) is negative.

The following question on understanding the nonnegative-curvature counterpart of Theorem 5 seems accessible.
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Question 17. For n ∈N, what is the asymptotic behavior of the smallest m(n) ∈N such that any Alexandrov space of
nonnegative curvature has metric cotype 2 with scaling parameter m = m(n), namely (4) holds for q = 2 and Γ=O(1)?

As stated in Remark 16, the fact that in Question 17 the desired m(n) ∈N exists is due to our forthcoming work [48],
but the bound that follows from the proof of [48] is probably far from being asymptotically sharp.

1.5. Implications of the sign of curvature under large deformations. The present work shows that any Alexandrov
space of nonpositive curvature has metric cotype 2, and [48] shows that also any Alexandrov space of nonnegative
curvature has metric cotype 2. So, on a qualitative level both "signs of curvature" imply the same (best possible, be-
cause of the requirement that the space is geodesic) metric cotype. In terms of this specific quadratic metric inequality
(recall (12) for the general form of a quadratic metric inequality), the difference between the two possible signs of cur-
vature turns out to be more nuanced, namely it manifests itself in the asymptotic behavior of the scaling parameter m
in (4) (with q = 2) as n →∞. Specifically, Theorem 3 shows that m Ép

n suffices when (X ,dX ) is an Alexandrov space
of nonpositive curvature, while by [4] we know that m/

p
n must tend to ∞ as n →∞ if (X ,dX ) is the Alexandrov space

of nonnegative curvature P2(R3) (recall Question 17).5 If one puts aside this deeper (and important) subtlety, Alexan-
drov spaces of nonnegative curvature are actually "better behaved" than Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature
in terms of those quadratic invariants that have been computed thus far; see Table 1.

TABLE 1. Influence of the sign of curvature of Alexandrov spaces on quadratic bi-Lipschitz invariants.

sign of curvature Enflo type 2 Markov type 2 metric cotype 2 Markov convexity 2 nonlinear spectral gap
Ê 0 yes yes yes yes no
É 0 yes no yes no no

In addition to metric cotype, the Ribe program produced several quadratic metric invariants that have a variety
of applications (at the same time, questions on how to formulate certain other invariants that should capture in a
metrical way key Banach space properties remain important "missing steps" of the Ribe program; see e.g. [128]).
Those include Enflo type [45, 46] (which, in its quadratic special case, coincides with invariants that were considered
by Gromov [66] and Bourgain, Milman and Wolfson [26]), K. Ball’s Markov type [11], and Markov convexity [108].
Table 1 explains how the sign of the curvature of an Alexandrov space influences the validity of such invariants; e.g. its
second column indicates that Enflo type 2 is implied by both nonnegative and nonpositive curvature (this follows by
a variant of an inductive argument that essentially goes back to Enflo; see e.g. [141]), whereas its third column says
that, due to [141], any Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature has Markov type 2, while, due to [96], there exist
Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature that do not have Markov type 2 (even any nontrivial Markov type). The
fourth column of Table 1 was already discussed above, and the top entry of its fifth column is due to [8] (see also [110,
48] for variants of the argument in [8]), while the bottom entry of the fifth column is an immediate consequence of
the fact that (the 1-dimensional simplicial complex of) a tree is an Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature.

The last column of Table 1 deals with the validity of the nonlinear spectral gap inequality (13) below for every classi-
cal expander {G(n)}∞n=1. While, as we discussed earlier, this phenomenon holds for a variety of spaces, Table 1 indicates
that it fails for Alexandrov spaces of either nonpositive or nonnegative curvature, due to [96] and [4], respectively.6

Table 1 is not exhaustive. For example, our forthcoming work [48] formulates a new metric invariant (inspired
by [107]) called diamond convexity, and proves that Alexandrov spaces of either nonpositive or nonnegative curvature
have diamond convexity 2. Other metric invariants that arose from the Ribe program [136, 135, 137] have not yet been
computed for Alexandrov spaces, and this is so also for invariants that arose in other (related) contexts [94, 9, 102, 139].

While the literature contains several geometric inequalities that distinguish between the sign of curvature of Alexan-
drov spaces (quadrilateral inequality [20], tripod inequality [106], Ptolemy inequality [56] etc.), these had initially been

5This demonstrates that the role of the scaling parameter in the definition of metric cotype is not as subsidiary as it may seem from [121],
where it did not have a crucial role in the metric characterization of Rademacher cotype or the nonlinear Maurey–Pisier theorem. While sharp
metric cotype was shown in [121] to have implications to coarse and uniform embeddings, there is a definite possibility that metric cotype q
and sharp metric cotype q coincide for Banach spaces (though this is a major open problem); here we see that this is markedly not so in the
setting of Alexandrov geometry, leading to formidable qualitative differences between the coarse implications of the sign of curvature.

6In terms of bi-Lipschitz distortion of arbitrary expanders, Table 1 does not fully indicate the extent to which nonnegative curvature behaves
better than nonpositive curvature. The fact [141] that an Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature has Markov type 2 implies (by examining
the standard random walk on the graph) that if G = {G(n)}∞n=1 is an expander, then cX (G(n)) &G

√
log |G(n)| for any nonnegatively curved

Alexandrov space X . In contrast, there is [96] an Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature which contains an expander with O(1) distortion.
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relevant only for the isometric (or almost-isometric) regime, in the sense that if one considers the same inequalities
up to a sufficiently large universal constant factor (for the above examples, factor 4 suffices), then any metric space
satisfies the resulting invariant. So, these initial investigations did not rule out embeddings of very large distortion
into Alexandrov spaces. In recent years, some invariants that do retain their non-triviality after arbitrarily large defor-
mations were found, but the crux of the above comparison is that they turned out to always behave either the same or
better in the setting of nonnegative curvature than in the setting of nonpositive curvature. This is so even for metric
cotype 2, but the present work establishes that the asymptotic behavior of the scaling parameter in the cotype 2 in-
equality provides an invariant with respect to which nonpositive curvature is in fact better behaved than nonnegative
curvature. The search for such an invariant was one of the motivations of the present investigation, but there clearly
remains much to be done in order to understand the coarse/large distortion implications of the sign of curvature in
Alexandrov geometry (this general theme is in the spirit of the Riemannian counterpart that is presented in [68]).

2. LIMITATIONS OF PREVIOUS APPROACHES AND FURTHER OPEN QUESTIONS

The main purpose of this section is to explain why Theorem 1 does not follow from the previously available results
(which we listed in the Introduction) on obstructions to coarse embeddings. The ensuing synthesis of the literature
and examination of the conceptual limitations of existing tools to address Gromov’s question also naturally leads us
to state several open problems; we believe that these are rich, fertile and important directions for future research.

While the present section is helpful for understanding the significance of our results as well as the challenges that
remain, it will not be used in the subsequent proofs and therefore it could be skipped on first reading.

We will next elaborate on all of the pointers to the literature that were listed at the start of the Introduction, but it
will be instructive to do so thematically rather than following the chronological order that we used previously.

2.1. Metric cotype. The direct precursor (and inspiration) of the present work is [121], where the validity of sharp
metric cotype q is demonstrated for certain Banach spaces. The proof of [121] uses the underlying linear structure
through an appeal to the boundedness of an oscillatory convolution operator (the Rademacher projection), which
relies on cancellations. We do not see how to interpret that strategy of [121] for targets that are not Banach spaces.

2.2. Negative definite kernels. The works of Johnson and Randrianarivony [87] and Randrianarivony [154] proceed
via a reduction to the linear theory through an influential approach of Aharoni, Maurey and Mitaygin [1], which uses
negative definite kernels and was invented to treat uniform embeddings. This strategy relies heavily on the underlying
linear (even Hilbertian) structure and we doubt that it could be interpreted for targets that are not Banach spaces. If
such an interpretation were possible, then it would be a very interesting achievement, likely of value elsewhere.

2.3. The Urysohn space. Parts of Pestov’s proof [147] that the Urysohn space U does not admit a coarse embedding
into any uniformly convex Banach space (X ,‖ · ‖X ) rely on linear considerations (e.g. using the Hahn–Banach theo-
rem), so at the outset its relevance to the fully nonlinear setting of Theorem 1 is questionable. But, even putting this
matter aside, there is the following conceptual reason why the approach of [147] is ill-suited to treating nonpositively
curved targets. The crux of the argument in [147] is the recursive use of a strong self-similarity property [78, 166, 177]
of U to demonstrate that if U embeds coarsely into X , then an ultrapower of `2(X ) contains arbitrarily large complete
binary trees in which all pairs of vertices that are either siblings or form an edge are distorted by at most a O(1)-factor
(see [147, Section 6] for a precise formulation of this statement). By a classical result in Banach space theory (see
e.g. [50, Chapter 9]), this conclusion contradicts the premise that X is uniformly convex. However, (the 1-dimensional
simplicial complex of) a connected tree is an Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature, so the above approach de-
tects a geometric structure that is compatible with nonpositive curvature. Note that, in hindsight, due to universality
properties ofU, Theorem 1 implies formally thatU does not embed coarsely into any Alexandrov space of nonpositive
curvature, but the reason that we obtain here for this fact is entirely different from the strategy of [147].

2.4. Arbitrary expanders. Throughout what follows, graphs are tacitly assumed to be finite, connected and regular.
The vertex set of a graph G is denoted VG and its edge set is denoted EG. The shorted-path metric that G induces on
VG is denoted dG. When we consider a graph G as a metric space, it is always understood to be (VG,dG).

A sequence of graphs {G(n)}∞n=1 is an expander with respect to a metric space (X ,dX ) if limn→∞ |VG(n)| = ∞, the
degree of G(n) is bounded above independently of n ∈N, and there exists γ ∈ (0,∞) such that for any n ∈Nwe have

∀{xu}u∈VG(n) ⊆ X ,
1

|VG(n)|2
∑

(u,v)∈VG(n)×VG(n)

dX (xu , xv )2 É γ

|EG(n)|
∑

{u,v}∈EG(n)

dX (xu , xv )2. (13)
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An extensive discussion of expanders with respect to metric spaces can be found in [122, 124, 125]. In the special
case when {G(n)}∞n=1 is an expander with respect to a Hilbert space (equivalently with respect to R, or even, by an
application of Cheeger’s inequality [32, 53, 40, 3], with respect to {0,1}), the common simpler terminology is that
{G(n)}∞n=1 is an expander (in the classical sense); detailed background on this important notion appears in e.g. [77].

As noted in [70], by a short argument (that is also implicit in works of Linial, London and Rabinovich [113] and
Matoušek [115], both of which considered bi-Lipschitz embeddings), one shows that if {G(n)}∞n=1 is an expander with
respect to (X ,dX ), then any metric space (Y ,dY ) that contains an isometric copy of each of the finite metric spaces
{(V (Gn),dG(n))}∞n=1 (e.g. their disjoint union or their Pythagorean product) does not embed coarsely into (X ,dX ). In
particular, since (classical) expanders are known to exist (by now, via a wealth of different constructions; see [77]), we
thus obtain Gromov’s proof [70, 72] that there exists a metric space that does not embed coarsely into a Hilbert space.

As indicated by Gromov [71, 72] and proven in detail by Kondo [96], there exists an Alexandrov space of nonpositive
curvature that contains with O(1) distortion a classical expander; for an even more "wild" example of such an Alexan-
drov space (with respect to which random regular graphs are almost surely not expanders), see [125]. In particular, it
follows that some Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature do not admit a coarse embedding into a Hilbert space.
It also follows that the aforementioned important realization of [70, 72] that the presence of any expander whatsoever
implies coarse non-embeddability into a Hilbert space is irrelevant for proving Theorem 5.

2.5. Arbitrary relative expanders. The notion of a relative expander, or an expander relative to a partition, was intro-
duced by Arzhantseva and Tessera [7] for studying aspects of coarse embeddings into a Hilbert space; it was also used
implicitly in the earlier work [2], and was studied for algorithmic purposes (clustering) in [10]. We will now present
the obvious generalization of the definition of [7] to a notion of a relative expander with respect to a metric space.

Say that a sequence of graphs {G(n)}∞n=1 is a relative expander with respect to a metric space (X ,dX ) if the degree of
G(n) is bounded above independently of n ∈ N, and there exists a constant ρ > 0 such that for every n ∈ N there is a
partition P (n) = {C1(n),C2(n), . . . ,Ck(n)(n)} of VG(n) for which limn→∞ min j∈{1,...,k(n)} |C j (n)| =∞, and

∀{xu}u∈VG(n) ⊆ X ,
1

|VG(n)|
k(n)∑
j=1

1

|C j (n)|
∑

u,v∈C j (n)
dX (xu , xv )2 É ρ

|EG(n)|
∑

{u,v}∈EG(n)

dX (xu , xv )2. (14)

When (X ,dX ) is a Hilbert space one simply says that {G(n)}∞n=1 is a relative expander. This is a weakening of the
definition 13 of an expander with respect to (X ,dX ), which corresponds to the special case when the partition P (n) is
the trivial partition {VG(n)} for every n ∈N. It is, in fact, a very substantial weakening, because by [7] there is a relative
expander {G(n)}∞n=1 such that

⊔∞
n=1H(n) does not embed coarsely into

⊔∞
n=1G(n) for any expander {H(n)}∞n=1. Despite

this, the deduction that (13) implies that
⊔∞

n=1G(n) does not embed coarsely into (X ,dX ) carries over effortlessly7 to
show that this remains valid under the weaker hypothesis that {G(n)}∞n=1 is a relative expander with respect to (X ,dX ).

Because, as we discussed above, one cannot use arbitrary expanders to prove Theorem 1, also arbitrary relative ex-
panders cannot be used for this purpose, since the latter is an even larger family of (sequences of) graphs. When
in Theorem 1 the target space X is a simply connected Riemannian manifold of nonpositive sectional curvature
rather than a general (potentially singular) Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature, by [180, 81] one can take Y
to be

⊔∞
n=1G(n) for any expander {G(n)}∞n=1. So, arbitrary expanders suffice for targets that are not singular (or have

"bounded singularities" [72, 171]), but the proof of this in [180, 81, 138] does not carry over to relative expanders.

Question 18. Does there exist a relative expander {G(n)}∞n=1 and a simply connected Riemannian manifold (M ,dM ) of
nonpositive sectional curvature such that

⊔∞
n=1G(n) embeds coarsely into (M ,dM )?

Despite the fact that Question 18 is inherently not a route towards a different proof of Theorem 1, it is a natural (and
perhaps quite accessible) question in Riemannian geometry that arises from the present considerations.

2.6. Specially-crafted expanders. In order to apply the idea that we recalled in Section 2.4 to show that there exists
a metric space that does not embed coarsely into some non-Hilbertian metric space (X ,dX ), one only needs to show
that (X ,dX ) admits some expander rather than to show that any (classical) expander whatsoever is also an expander
with respect to (X ,dX ). See [115, 145, 81, 171, 138, 149, 129, 126, 33, 172, 131] for theorems that provide a variety of
spaces (X ,dX ) that do satisfy the latter stronger requirement for any possible expander. In general, however, it could
be that no expander with respect to (X ,dX ) exists (certainly not with respect to, say, `∞). This is so even for (seemingly)
"nice" spaces; e.g. by [4] there is an Alexandrov space of nonnegative curvature, namely P2(R3), with respect to which

7The only additional observation that is needed for this is that, because the degree of G(n) is O(1), a quick and standard counting argument
(see e.g. the justification of equation (36) in [134]) shows that dG(n)(u, v)& log |C j (n)|→∞ for a constant fraction of (u, v) ∈C j (n)×C j (n).
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no sequence of graphs is an expander. Obtaining a useful/workable intrinsic characterization of those metric spaces
with respect to which some expander exists is an important (likely difficult, perhaps intractable) open question.

This leaves the possibility, as a potential alternative route towards a proof Theorem 1, that one could somehow
come up with a special sequence of graphs {G(n)}∞n=1 which is simultaneously an expander with respect to every
Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature. If this were indeed possible, then it would require constructing a specially-
crafted expander, and finding a way to prove the quadratic distance inequality (13) that relies on geometric consider-
ations (based solely on nonpositive curvature) rather than the straightforward linear algebra/spectral consideration
that underlies its Euclidean counterpart (recall that by [4] this cannot be accomplished for nonnegative curvature).

Question 19. Is there a sequence of graphs {G(n)}∞n=1 which is an expander with respect to every Alexandrov space of
nonpositive curvature X ? More modestly, is there such an expander that does not embed coarsely into any such X ?

Question 19 does not originate in the present work, and is in fact a well-known open problem that has been
broached several times (see e.g. [81, 171, 138, 57, 96, 124, 7, 125, 4, 172]); we restated it above due to its relevance to
the present discussion (and importance). Note that if Question 19 had a positive answer, then, since expanders have
bounded degree, the disjoint union of the resulting expander {G(n)}∞n=1 would be a space of bounded geometry that
fails to admit a coarse embedding into any Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature; thus answering Question 9.

V. Lafforgue devised [100, 101] a brilliant method to prove that certain special graph sequences are expanders with
respect to every Banach space of nontrivial Rademacher type; see also [112, 38, 37] for further perspectives on such
super-expanders. Lafforgue’s approach relies heavily on the linear structure of the underlying Banach space through
the use of Fourier-analytic considerations, including appeal to the substantial work [22]. As such, we do not see how
these methods could be relevant to Question 19, though it would be very interesting if they could be implemented
for metric spaces that are not Banach spaces. Further examples of such expanders [163, 39, 55] were more recently
obtained using Roe’s warped cones [160] and a discretization procedure of Vigolo [178], but these take Lafforgue’s
expanders as input and therefore they suffer from the same deficiency vis-à-vis Question 19.

An entirely different strategy to construct super-expanders was found by Mendel and Naor [124], using the zigzag
graph product of Reingold, Vadhan and Wigderson [156]. This strategy does apply to targets that are not Banach
spaces (see e.g. its implementation in [125]), but its potential applicability to Question 19 remains unclear because it
relies on an iterative construction and at present we lack a "base graph" to start the induction. Due to [123], finding
such a base graph is the only issue that remains to be overcome in order to answer Question 19 (positively) via the
zigzag strategy of [124, 125]. This seems to be a difficult question; see Section 2.7 for a candidate base graph.

A more ambitious strengthening of Question 9 (which is also a well-known problem) is the following question.

Question 20. Does there exist a finitely generated group (equipped with a word metric associated to any finite sym-
metric set of generators) that does not embed coarsely into any Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature?

As explained in [138], by applying the graphical random group construction of [72] (see also [6, 142]), a positive
answer to Question 21 below would imply a positive answer to Question 20. By [138], this would also yield a group G
such that any isometric action of G on an Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature has a fixed point; the existence
of such a group is itself a major open problem, in addition to Question 20 and Question 21.

Question 21. Does there exist a sequence of graphs {G(n)}∞n=1 which is an expander with respect to every Alexandrov
space of nonpositive curvature, and also for every n ∈N the girth of G(n) is at least c log |VG(n)| for some c ∈ (0,∞)?

Unfortunately, the approaches of [100, 101, 124] for constructing super-expanders seem inherently ill-suited for
producing the high-girth graphs that Question 21 aims to find.

2.7. Quotients of the Hamming cube. Following [124], a candidate for the base graph in the inductive construction
of [124] arises from the work [94] of Khot and Naor, where it is shown that for every n ∈ N there is a linear subspace
Vn ⊆ Fn

2 = {0,1}n , namely the polar of an "asymptotically good linear code," such that for every f : Fn
2 /Vn → `2 satisfies

1

4n

∑
(x,y)∈Fn

2 ×Fn
2

‖ f (x +Vn)− f (y +Vn)‖2
2.

1

n2n

n∑
j=1

∑
x∈Fn

2

‖ f (x +e j +Vn)− f (x +Vn)‖2
2. (15)

The estimate (15) is close to the assertion that the quotient Hamming graphs {Fn
2 /Vn}∞n=1 (namely, the Cayley graphs

of the Abelian groups Fn
2 /Vn with respect to the generators {e1, . . . ,en}) form an expander, except that they do not

have bounded degrees. Nonetheless, it follows from (15), similarly to the aforementioned application of (13), that any
metric space that contains these quotient Hamming graphs does not embed coarsely into a Hilbert space (for this, one
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only needs to estimate the average distance in these graphs, as done in [94]). In the same vein, a positive answer to
Question 22 below would yield a different proof of Theorem 1. Much more significantly, by [123, 124, 125] this would
yield the aforementioned desired base graph so as to answer Question 19 positively; see [124, Section 7] for a variant
of this approach using the heat semigroup on Fn

2 which would also yield such a base graph, as well as a closely related
harmonic-analytic question in [124, Section 5] that remains open even for uniformly convex Banach spaces.

Question 22. Let Vn ⊆ Fn
2 be linear subspaces (namely, polars of asymptotically good codes) as in [94] and above. Is it

true that for every Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature (X ,dX ), for every f : Fn
2 /Vn → X we have

1

4n

∑
(x,y)∈Fn

2 ×Fn
2

dX
(

f (x +Vn), f (y +Vn)
)2.

1

n2n

n∑
j=1

∑
x∈Fn

2

dX
(

f (x +e j +Vn), f (x +Vn)
)2. (16)

Despite the fact that the proof of (15) in [94] is Fourier-analytic (this is so also for the variants in [124]), we be-
lieve that establishing its analogue (16) for Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature is currently the most viable
approach towards Question 19. Nevertheless, it seems that a substantial new idea is required here.

It should be noted that while [94] shows that quotient Hamming graphs {Fn
2 /Vn}∞n=1 yield a solution of the Hilbertian

case of Gromov’s question that we quoted earlier, we do not know if this inherently does not follow from a reduction
to the case of classical expanders, as formulated in the following natural geometric question.

Question 23. Continuing with the above notation, does there exist a (bounded degree, classical) expander {G(n)}∞n=1
such that

⊔∞
n=1G(n) embeds coarsely into

⊔∞
n=1(Fn

2 /Vn)?

2.8. Generalized roundness. The first proof that there exists a metric space which does not embed coarsely into a
Hilbert space was obtained by Dranishnikov, Gong, Lafforgue, and Yu [42]. They showed that this is so for coarse
embeddings into any metric space that satisfies a classical condition, called generalized roundness p ∈ (0,∞), which
was introduced and used by Enflo [44] to answer an old question of Smirnov [65] whether every metric space embeds
uniformly into a Hilbert space (strictly speaking, [42] considered only the case p = 2, but the argument works mutatis
mutandis for any p > 0). A unified treatment of these approaches, so as to rule out coarse and uniform embeddings
simultaneously, appears in [93]. As noted by several authors [158, 103, 153, 93], a "vanilla" application of the approach
of [42] fails to apply to targets that are general Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature, i.e., to prove Theorem 1.
Indeed, a combination of the characterization of generalized roundness in [109] with the work [51] shows that there
are Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature that do not have positive generalized roundness; specifically, this is so
for the quaternionic hyperbolic space (and not so for the real and complex hyperbolic spaces [58, 51]). However, the
quaternionic hyperbolic space embeds coarsely into a Hilbert space (e.g. by [165]), so the conclusion of Theorem 1
does hold for it by a direct reduction to the case of Hilbertian targets. In other words, the correct setting of the method
of [42] is those spaces that embed coarsely into some metric space of positive generalized roundness rather than
those spaces that have positive generalized roundness themselves. A decisive demonstration that the approach of [42]
is inherently ill-suited for proving Theorem 1 is that, by combining [42] with the classical Schoenberg embedding
criterion [164], one sees that if a metric space has positive generalized roundness, then it embeds coarsely into a
Hilbert space. Hence the aforementioned Gromov–Kondo spaces are Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature that
do not embed coarsely into any metric space of positive generalized roundness. (Incidently, this answers questions
that were posed in [103, page 155] and [153, page 10], but it seems to have gone unnoticed that [96] resolves them.)

2.9. Flat tori. For every n ∈N let 〈·, ·〉 : Rn ×Rn → R be the standard scalar product on Rn , which induces the Hilbert
space `n

2 . For each n ∈N fix a lattice Λn ⊆ Rn for which the dual lattice Λ∗
n =⋂

y∈Λn
{x ∈ Rn : 〈x, y〉 ∈Z} is a O(

p
n)-net

of `n
2 , namely ‖x− y‖2&

p
n for all distinct x, y ∈Λ∗

n , and for every z ∈Rn there exists w ∈Λ∗
n such that ‖z−w‖2.

p
n.

The fact that such lattices exist is a classical theorem of Rogers [161]; see also [31, 24] for other proofs.
The reasoning in [94, Section 4] implies that if we endow the Abelian group Rn/Λn with the (flat torus) quotient

Riemannian metric dRn /Λn : (Rn/Λn)×(Rn/Λn) → [0,∞) that is induced by the `n
2 metric, then the Pythagorean product

T
def=

( ∞⊕
n=1

(
Rn/Λn ,dRn /Λn

))
2

(17)

does not embed coarsely into L1(R), and hence also it does not embed coarsely into a Hilbert space. This is so because
by (a change of variable in) [94, Lemma 9], if we let µn denote the normalized Riemannian volume measure on the
torus Rn/Λn and γn denote the standard Gaussian measure on Rn , then every measurable φ :Rn/Λn → L1(R) satisfiesÏ

(Rn /Λn )×(Rn /Λn )
‖φ(u)−φ(v)‖1 dµn(u)dµn(v).

Ï
(Rn /Λn )×Rn

∥∥∥φ(
w + zp

n
+Λn

)
−φ(w)

∥∥∥
1

dµn(w)dγn(z). (18)
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If in addition we have ω(dRn /Λn (u, v)) É ‖φ(u)−φ(v)‖1 ÉΩ(dRn /Λn (u, v)) for all u, v ∈Rn/Λn and some nondecreasing
moduli ω,Ω : [0,∞) → [0,∞), then it follows from (18) that ω(c

p
n). Ω(1), where c > 0 is a universal constant. For

this computation, use the proof of [94, Lemma 10] to deduce that dRn /Λn (u, v)&
p

n for a constant proportion (with
respect to µn ×µn) of (u, v) ∈ (Rn/Λn)× (Rn/Λn), combined with the fact that ‖φ(a)−φ(b)‖1 ÉΩ(1)(dRn /Λn (a,b)+1)
for every (a,b) ∈ (Rn/Λn)× (Rn/Λn), which follows from a standard application of the triangle inequality.

The proof of (18) in [94] is Fourier-analytic, and as such it does not apply when L1(R) is replaced by a target which
is not a Banach space. It would be very interesting if one could find a way to reason analogously about embeddings
of T into an Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature. Investigating the geometry of T is interesting in its own right,
and some aspects of this were discussed in [129, 4]. It follows immediately from (17) that T is an Alexandrov space of
nonnegative curvature, and we do not know if every (classical) expander is also an expander with respect to T, or even
ifT admits some expander. Determining whetherT has sharp metric cotype q for any q Ê 2 would also be worthwhile.

2.10. Metric Kwapień–Schütt. Metric KS inequalities are metric invariants that were introduced in [136] (the nomen-
clature refers to the works [98, 99] of Kwapień and Schütt). The reasoning of [136, Section 3] shows that if a metric
space satisfies such an inequality, then it does not admit a coarse embedding of `2(`p ) for any p ∈ [1,2). Thus, `2(`p )
fails to satisfy any metric KS inequality despite the fact that its 2-barycentric constant tends to 1 as p → 2−. Also,
it was shown in [136, Section 3] that if p ∈ (2,∞), then `p fails to satisfy any metric KS inequality even though it is
p-barycentric with constant 1. We do not know how to interpret for spaces that are not Banach spaces the Fourier-
analytic proof of [136, Theorem 2.1] that a Hilbert space satisfies the quadratic metric KS inequality. In particular,
we do not know if Alexandrov spaces of nonpositive curvature satisfy the quadratic metric KS inequality; the above
examples show that in the (in our opinion unlikely) event that this were true, then its proof must use the fact that such
spaces are 2-barycentric, and moreover that their 2-barycentric constant equals 1, i.e., for any ε> 0 it fails for spaces
that are either 2-barycentric with constant 1+ε, or are (2+ε)-barycentric with constant 1.

2.11. Stable metrics and interlacing graphs. Following Garling’s definition [59], which extends the fundamental con-
tribution of Krivine and Maurey [97] in the setting of Banach spaces, a metric space (X ,dX ) is said to be stable if

lim
m→∞ lim

n→∞dX (xm , yn) = lim
n→∞ lim

m→∞dX (xm , yn) (19)

for any bounded sequences {xm}∞m=1, {yn}∞n=1 ⊆ X for which both iterated limits in (19) exist. It is simple to check that
locally compact metric spaces and Hilbert spaces are stable; see the survey [15] for more examples and non-examples.

In [88], Kalton investigated the use of stability of metrics to rule out coarse embeddings, profoundly building on
(and inspired by) a classical work of Raynaud [155] which studied stable metrics in the context of uniform embeddings.
Among the results of [88], Kalton considered for each r ∈ N the following infinite graph, which we denote by Kr (N).
The vertices ofKr (N) are the subsets ofN of cardinality r . Two verticesσ,τ ofKr (N) are declared to form an edge if they
interlace, i.e., if one could write σ= {m1, . . . ,mr } and τ= {n1, . . . ,nr } such that either m1 É n1 É m2 É n2 É . . . É mr É nr

or n1 É m1 É n2 É m2 É . . . É nr É mr . Below, Kr (N) will always be understood to be equipped with the shortest-path
metric that this graph structure induces. By a short iterative application of the definition of stability of a metric space
(see [19, Lemma 9.19]), it was shown in [88] that

⊔∞
r=1Kr (N) does not embed coarsely into any stable metric space.

Question 24. Does every Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature embed coarsely into some stable metric space?

By the aforementioned result from [88], a positive answer to Question 24 would imply that
⊔∞

r=1Kr (N) does not
embed coarsely into any Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature. This would yield a way to prove Theorem 1 that is
entirely different from how we proceed here, though note that if r ∈ {2,3, . . .}, then Kr (N) is not locally finite, and this is
an inherent attribute of this approach because locally compact metric spaces are stable. Beyond its mere applicability
to potentially proving Theorem 1, a positive answer to Question 24 would be important in its own right, as a nontrivial
structural consequence of nonpositive curvature (which, by [4], fails for nonnegative curvature). In our opinion, if
true, then this would be a fundamental result that will likely have applications elsewhere, though we suspect that the
answer to Question 24 is negative, and that proving this might be quite accessible. Regardless, it would be interesting
to determine if

⊔∞
r=1Kr (N) can embed coarsely into some Alexandrov space of nonpositive curvature.

The above idea of [88] (partially building on [155]) inspired a series of investigations [88, 91, 90, 17, 104, 16] over
recent years that led to major coarse non-embeddability results for certain Banach spaces, starting with Kalton’s in-
corporation [88] of Ramsey-theoretic reasoning which led to (among other things) his proof in [88] that c0 does not
embed coarsely into any reflexive Banach space. We will not survey these ideas here, and only state that they rely on
the linear theory in multiple ways, so their relevance to the setting of Theorem 1 is questionable.
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 5

Prior to carrying out the proof of Theorem 5, we will quickly present a probabilistic tool on which it relies.

3.1. Nonlinear martingales. We will next describe basic facts about martingales that don’t necessarily take values in
a Banach space. There are multiple ways to extend the linear theory of martingales, but we will only discuss one such
approach, namely following that of [123, Section 2], on which we will rely in the proof of Theorem 5 . There is substan-
tial literature on martingales in metric spaces (including [41, 43, 47, 168, 35]), but because our sole purpose here is to
use nonlinear martingales to prove a purely geometric result rather than the (independently interesting) foundational
probabilistic perspective, we will not delve into the general theory and comparison of different approaches.

LetΩ be a finite set and let F ⊆ 2Ω be a σ-algebra. For every ω ∈Ω, define F(ω) ⊆Ω to be the unique atom of F for
which ω ∈ F(ω). Suppose that µ : 2Ω → [0,1] is a probability measure of full support, i.e., µ({ω}) > 0 for every ω ∈Ω.
Let X be a set equipped with a barycenter map B : P<∞

X → X . For a function Z : Ω→ X , define its µ-conditional
barycenter Bµ(Z |F) :Ω→ X by setting

∀ω ∈Ω, Bµ

(
Z |F)

(ω) =B

(
1

µ
(
F(ω)

) ∑
a∈F(ω)

µ(a)δZ (a)

)
. (20)

Fix n ∈ N and σ-algebras F0 ⊆ F1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Fn ⊆ 2Ω (a filtration). Say that a sequence of mappings {Zi : Ω→ X }n
i=0

(X -valued random variables) is a µ-martingale with respect to the filtration {Fi }n
i=0 if

∀ i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, Bµ(Zi |Fi−1) = Zi−1. (21)

We will use below the following simple monotonicity property for martingales in barycentric metric space.

Lemma 25. Fix q Ê 1 and n ∈N. Let (X ,dX ) be a q-barycentric metric space. Suppose that µ is a probability measure of
full support on a finite setΩ and that {Zi :Ω→ X }n

i=0 is a µ-martingale with respect to a filtration {Fi }n
i=0. Then,

∀x ∈ X ,

ˆ
Ω

dX (Z0, x)q dµÉ
ˆ
Ω

dX (Z1, x)q dµÉ . . . É
ˆ
Ω

dX (Zn , x)q dµ. (22)

Proof. Fix x ∈ X and i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,n −1}. Suppose that {A j }k
j=1 are the atoms of Fi . For each j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} and ω ∈ A j ,

dX (Zi (ω), x)q (20)∧(21)= dX

(
B

( 1

µ(A j )

∑
a∈A j

µ(a)δZi+1(a)

)
, x

)q (3)É 1

µ(A j )

∑
a∈A j

µ(a)dX (Zi+1(a), x)q .

Consequently,

∀ j ∈ {1, . . . ,k},

ˆ
A j

dX (Zi , x)q dµÉ ∑
a∈A j

µ(a)dX (Zi+1(a), x)q .

As {A j }k
j=1 is a partition ofΩ, by summing this over j ∈ {1, . . . ,k} we get that

´
ΩdX (Zi , x)q dµÉ ´ΩdX (Zi+1, x)q dµ. �

A key ingredient of the proof of Theorem 5 is the following proposition, which is due to [123, Lemma 2.1]; it is
analogous to an important inequality of Pisier [148] for martingales with values in uniformly convex Banach spaces.

Proposition 26 (Pisier’s martingale cotype inequality in q-barycentric metric spaces). Fix q > 0 and n ∈N. Let (X ,dX )
be a q-barycentric metric space with constant β> 0. Suppose that µ is a probability measure of full support on a finite
setΩ and that {Zi :Ω→ X }n

i=0 is a µ-martingale with respect to a filtration {∅,Ω} =F0 ⊆F1 ⊆ . . . ⊆Fn ⊆ 2Ω. Then,

∀x ∈ X ,

ˆ
Ω

dX (Z0, x)q dµ+ 1

βp

n∑
i=1

ˆ
Ω

dX (Zi , Zi−1)q dµÉ
ˆ
Ω

dX (Zn , x)q dµ. (23)

3.2. Cotype. Fix n ∈N. Denote the uniform probability measure on {−1,1}n by µ. For i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} let Fi ⊆ 2{−1,1}n
be

the σ-algebra that is generated by the coordinate functions ε1, . . . ,εi : {−1,1}n → {−1,1}. Write also F0 = {∅, {−1,1}n}.
Suppose that (X ,dX ) is a metric space equipped with a barycenter map B : P<∞

X → X . For each h : {−1,1}n → X we
recursively construct a sequence of functions {Ei h : {−1,1}n → X }n

i=0 by settingEnh = h and for every i ∈ {0,1, . . . ,n−1},

∀ε ∈ {−1,1}n , (Ei h)(ε)
def= Bµ

(
Ei+1h|Fi

)
(ε). (24)

By definition, {Ei h}n
i=0 is a µ-martingale with respect to the filtration {Fi }n

i=0. In particular, for each ε ∈ {−1,1}n the
value (Ei h)(ε) depends only on ε1, . . . ,εi . We will therefore sometimes write (Ei h)(ε1, . . . ,εi ) instead of (Ei h)(ε).
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Fix m,n ∈N and x ∈Zn
m . For every function f :Zn

m → X , denote by fx : {−1,1}n → X the function that is given by

∀ε ∈ {−1,1}n , fx (ε) = f (x +ε). (25)

We record here the following simple identity for ease of later reference.

Lemma 27. Fix m,n ∈N, x ∈Zn
m and a fuction f :Zn

m → X . For every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, j ∈ {1, . . . , i } and ε ∈ {−1,1}n , we have(
Ei fx−2ε j e j

)
(ε) = (

Ei fx
)
(ε1, . . . ,ε j−1,−ε j ,ε j+1, . . . ,εi ). (26)

Proof. The proof proceeds by reverse induction on i ∈ {0, . . . ,n}. For i = n, we have(
En fx−2ε j e j

)
(ε) = fx−2ε j e j (ε) = f (x −2ε j e j +ε) = fx (−2ε j e j +ε) = (

En fx
)
(ε1, . . . ,ε j−1,−ε j ,ε j+1, . . . ,εn).

For the inductive step, fix i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and notice that for every j ∈ {1, . . . , i −1}, we have

(
Ei−1 fx−2ε j e j

)
(ε1, . . . ,εi−1) =B

(
1

2
δ(Ei fx−2ε j e j )(ε1,...,εi−1,−1) +

1

2
δ(Ei fx−2ε j e j )(ε1,...,εi−1,1)

)
=B

(
1

2
δ(Ei fx )(ε1,...,ε j−1,−ε j ,ε j+1,...,εi−1,−1) +

1

2
δ(Ei fx )(ε1,...,ε j−1,−ε j ,ε j+1,...,εi−1,1)

)
= (Ei−1 fx )(ε1, . . . ,ε j−1,−ε j ,ε j+1, . . . ,εi−1),

where the first and last equalities use the definition (24) and the middle equality uses the inductive hypothesis. �

Proof of Theorem 5. Fix m,n ∈ N and a function f : Zn
4m → X . It will be notationally convenient to prove the desired

estimate (5) with m replaced by 2m, i.e., our goal is now to show that the following inequality holds true.( n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2mei ), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

É
(
4n

1
q +2βm

)( 1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

. (27)

Recalling the notation (25) and using translation invariance on Zn
4m , for every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and ε ∈ {−1,1}n we have∑

x∈Zn
4m

dX
(

fx+2mεi ei (ε), fx (ε)
)q = ∑

x∈Zn
4m

dX
(

fx+2mei (ε), fx (ε)
)q = ∑

x∈Zn
4m

dX
(

f (x +2mei ), f (x)
)q .

Hence, ( n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2mei ), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

=
(

1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

fx+2mεi ei (ε), fx (ε)
)q

) 1
q

. (28)

By the triangle inequality in (X ,dX ), each of the summands in the right hand side of (28) can be bounded as follows.

dX
(

fx+2mεi ei (ε), fx (ε)
)É dX

(
fx+2mεi ei (ε), (Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε)

)+dX
(
(Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)+dX
(

fx (ε), (Ei fx )(ε)
)
. (29)

A substitution of (29) into (28) in combination with the triangle inequality in Lq gives the bound( n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2mei ), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

É 2

(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

fx (ε), (Ei fx )(ε)
)q

) 1
q

+
(

1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

,

(30)

where we used the fact that, by translation invariance on Zn
4m once more, we have∑

x∈Zn
4m

dX
(

fx+2mεi ei (ε), (Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε)
)q = ∑

x∈Zn
4m

dX
(

fx (ε), (Ei fx )(ε)
)q .

To bound the first term on the right hand side of (30), use the triangle inequality in (X ,dX ) to deduce that for every
i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, every x ∈Zn

4m and every ε ∈ {−1,1}n , we have

dX
(

fx (ε), (Ei fx )(ε)
)É dX

(
f (x +ε), f (x)

)+dX
(
(Ei fx )(ε), f (x)

)
.
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Hence, using the triangle inequality in Lq we see that(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

fx (ε), (Ei fx )(ε)
)q

) 1
q

É
(

1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

+
(

1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx )(ε), f (x)

)q
) 1

q

= n
1
q

(
1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

+
(

1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx )(ε), f (x)

)q
) 1

q

.

(31)

By Lemma 25, for each fixed i ∈ {1, . . . ,n} and x ∈Zn
4m , we have

1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

dX
(
(Ei fx )(ε), f (x)

)q É 1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

dX
(
(En fx )(ε), f (x)

)q = 1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q . (32)

By combining (31) and (32) we therefore conclude that(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

fx (ε), (Ei fx )(ε)
)q

) 1
q

É 2n
1
q

(
1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

. (33)

To bound the second term on the right hand side of (30), use the triangle inequality in (X ,dX ) to deduce that for
every i ∈ {1, . . . ,n}, every ε ∈ {−1,1}n and every x ∈Zn

4m , we have

dX
(
(Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)É m∑
s=1

dX
(
(Ei fx−2sεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx−2(s−1)εi ei )(ε)

)
.

By combining this with the triangle inequality in Lq , we see that(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

É
m∑

s=1

(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx−2sεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx−2(s−1)εi ei )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

= m

(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx−2εi ei )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

.

(34)

where in the last step we used translation invariance on Zn
4m . Due to Lemma 27, the estimate (34) is the same as(

1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

É m

(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx )(ε1, . . . ,εi−1,−εi ), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

.

(35)

Each summand in the right hand side of (35) can be bounded using the triangle inequality in (X ,dX ) as follows.

dX
(
(Ei fx )(ε1, . . . ,εi−1,−εi ),(Ei fx )(ε)

)É dX
(
(Ei fx )(ε1, . . . ,εi−1,−εi ), (Ei−1 fx )(ε)

)+dX
(
(Ei−1 fx )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)
= dX

(
(Ei fx )(ε1, . . . ,εi−1,−εi ), (Ei−1 fx )(ε1, . . . ,εi−1,−εi )

)+dX
(
(Ei−1 fx )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)
,

(36)

where the final step of (36) holds because (Ei−1 fx )(ε) depends only on the variables ε1, . . . ,εi−1. A substitution of (36)
into (35) together with an application of the triangle inequality in Lq gives that(

1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

É 2m

(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei−1 fx )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

. (37)

For a fixed x ∈Zn
4m , Proposition 26 applied to the martingale {Ei fx }n

i=0 (on {−1,1}n) gives the estimate

1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

dX
(
(Ei−1 fx )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q É βq

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q .
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Due to (37), we therefore have(
1

2n

n∑
i=1

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(
(Ei fx+2mεi ei )(ε), (Ei fx )(ε)

)q
) 1

q

É 2βm

(
1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

. (38)

The desired estimate (27) now follows by substituting (33) and (38) into (30). �

4. THE DEFINITIONS OF METRIC COTYPE WITH `∞ EDGES AND SIGN EDGES COINCIDE

Let (X ,dX ) be an arbitrary metric space. For every q ∈ [1,∞) and m,n ∈N denote by C {−1,0,1}
q,m,n (X ,dX ) the infimum

over those C ∈ (0,∞) such that for every f :Zn
2m → X we have( n∑

i=1

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +mei ), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

ÉC m

(
1

3n

∑
ε∈{−1,0,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

. (39)

Analogously, denote by C {−1,1}
q,m,n (X ,dX ) the infimum over those C∗ ∈ (0,∞) such that for every f :Zn

2m → X we have( n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +mei ), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

ÉC∗m

(
1

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q

) 1
q

. (40)

The estimate (39) corresponds to the original definition of metric cotype in [121], while here we considered the
variant (40), in which the averaging in the right hand side is over the 2n possible sign vectors in {−1,1}n rather than
over the 3n possible `∞-edges in {−1,0,1}n . We will now show that these definitions are essentially equivalent, up to
universal constant factors, by establishing the two estimates in (41) below, which hold for every metric space (X ,dX ),
every q ∈ [1,∞) and every m,n ∈N. This confirms a prediction of [135, Section 5.2], where a special case was treated.
Despite this fact, one should note that (39) is to some extent a more natural inequality than (40), because the vectors
{−1,0,1}n generate Zn

2m while the vectors {−1,1}n do not. Therefore, unlike the right hand side of (40), the right hand
side of (39) corresponds to an "Lq metric gradient" on a connected (Cayley) graph. We shall next establish that

C {−1,0,1}
q,m,n (X ,dX ) É 6

1
q max

k∈{1,...,n}
C {−1,1}

q,m,k (X ,dX ) and C {−1,1}
q,2m,n(X ,dX ) É 2C {−1,0,1}

q,m,n (X ,dX ). (41)

Thus, using the assumptions and notation of Theorem 5, its conclusion implies that also C {−1,0,1}
q,2m,n (X ,dX ). n1/q +βm.

The proof of the first inequality in (41) is via the following simple reasoning; see also [121, Lemma 2.7]. Denote

C∗
def= max

k∈{1,...,n}
C {−1,1}

q,m,k (X ,dX ). (42)

If A ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}, then consider ZA
2m to be a subset of Zn

2m , by identifying y ∈ZA
2m with

∑
i∈A yi ei ∈Zn

2m . For A ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}

and w ∈Z{1,...,n}àA
2m , define an auxiliary function f A,w :ZA

2m → X by setting f A,w (y) = f (y +w) for every y ∈ZA
2m . Recall-

ing (42), an application of (40) to f A,w (with n replaced by |A|) gives the following estimate.∑
i∈A

∑
y∈ZA

2m

dX
(

f (y +w +mei ), f (y +w)
)q = ∑

i∈A

∑
y∈ZA

2m

dX
(

f A,w (y +mei ), f A,w (y)
)q

É C
q
∗

2|A| mq
∑

δ∈{−1,1}A

∑
y∈ZA

2m

dX
(

f A,w (y +δ), f A,w (y)
)q = C

q
∗

2|A| mq
∑

δ∈{−1,1}A

∑
y∈ZA

2m

dX
(

f (y +w +δ), f (y +w)
)q .

(43)

It remains to observe that∑
A⊆{1,...,n}

∑
w∈Z{1,...,n}àA

2m

2|A| ∑
i∈A

∑
y∈ZA

2m

dX
(

f (y +w +mei ), f (y +w)
)q =

n∑
i=1

( ∑
A⊆{1,...,n}

i∈A

2|A|
) ∑

x∈Zn
2m

dX
(

f (x +mei ), f (x)
)q

=
n∑

i=1

(
n∑

k=1

(
n −1

k −1

)
2k

) ∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +mei ), f (x)
)q = 3n−1

2

n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +mei ), f (x)
)q ,

(44)

and ∑
A⊆{1,...,n}

∑
w∈Z{1,...,n}àA

2m

∑
δ∈{−1,1}A

∑
y∈ZA

2m

dX
(

f (y +w +δ), f (y +w)
)q = ∑

ε∈{−1,0,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q . (45)
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By multiplying (43) by 2|A|, summing the resulting bound over all A ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} and w ∈Z{1,...,n}àA
2m , and using the iden-

tities (44) and (45), we thus obtain the first inequality in (41). Note that this deduction was entirely combinatorial and
did not use the triangle inequality, but the proof of the second inequality in (41) does use (a modicum of) geometry.

For the second inequality in (41), write C
def= C {−1,0,1}

q,m,n (X ,dX ). Fix f :Zn
4m → X . For each η ∈ {0,1}n define an auxiliary

functionφη :Zn
2m → X by settingφη(y) = f (2y+η) for every y ∈Zn

2m (for this, one should note that the mapping y 7→ 2y
is well-defined as a mapping from Zn

2m to Zn
4m). An application of (39) to each of the 2n functions {φη}η∈{0,1} gives

n∑
i=1

∑
y∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (2y +η+2mei ), f (2y +η)
)q =

n∑
i=1

∑
y∈Zn

2m

dX
(
φη(y +mei ),φη(y)

)q

É C q

3n mq
∑

ε∈{−1,0,1}n

∑
y∈Zn

2m

dX
(
φη(y +ε),φη(y)

)q = C q

3n mq
∑

ε∈{−1,0,1}n

∑
y∈Zn

2m

dX
(

f (2y +η+2ε), f (2y +η)
)q .

(46)

The mapping (y,η) 7→ 2y +η is a bijection between Zn
2m × {0,1}n and Zn

4m . So, by summing (46) over η ∈ {0,1}n we get

n∑
i=1

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2mei ), f (x)
)q É C q

3n

∑
ε∈{−1,0,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2ε), f (x)
)q . (47)

For every A ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} and v ∈Zn
2m , denote its restriction to ZA

2m by v A =∑
i∈A vi ei . Observe that∑

ε∈{−1,0,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2ε), f (x)
)q = ∑

A⊆{1,...,n}

1

2n−|A|
∑

δ∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2δA), f (x)
)q . (48)

For every fixed (x,δ) ∈Zn
4m×{−1,1}n and every fixed A ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}, the triangle inequality in (X ,dX ) combined with the

convexity of the mapping t 7→ t q on [0,∞) gives that

dX
(

f (x +2δA), f (x)
)q É 2q−1dX

(
f (x +2δA), f (x +δ)

)q +2q−1dX
(

f (x +δ), f (x)
)q

= 2q−1dX
(

f (x +δ), f (x +δ+δA −δ{1,...,n}àA)
)q +2q−1dX

(
f (x +δ), f (x)

)q .
(49)

Summing (49) over x ∈Zn
4m , while keeping δ ∈ {−1,1}n and A ⊆ {1, . . . ,n} fixed and using translation invariance, gives∑

x∈Zn
4m

dX
(

f (x +2δA), f (x)
)q É 2q−1

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x), f (x +δA −δ{1,...,n}àA)
)q +2q−1

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +δ), f (x)
)q . (50)

Since for a fixed A ⊆ {1, . . . ,n}, if δ ∈ {−1,1}n is equi-distributed over {−1,1}n , then so is δA −δ{1,...,n}àA , by (50) we have∑
δ∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2δA), f (x)
)q É 2q

∑
δ∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +δ), f (x)
)q .

A substitution of this bound into (48) gives that

∑
ε∈{−1,0,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +2ε), f (x)
)q É 2q

( n∑
k=1

(n
k

)
2n−k

) ∑
δ∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +δ), f (x)
)q

= 2q 3n

2n

∑
ε∈{−1,1}n

∑
x∈Zn

4m

dX
(

f (x +ε), f (x)
)q .

(51)

By substituting (51) into (47), we thus obtain the second inequality in (41).

5. REMARKS ON THE BARYCENTRIC CONDITION

Fix q,β> 0 and suppose that (X ,dX ) is a q-barycentric metric space with constant β, with respect to the barycenter
map B :P<∞

X → X . If a,b ∈ X are distinct points, then two applications of the definition (3) to the probability measure
µa,b = (δa +δb)/2 shows that dX (B(µa,b), a)q ,dX (B(µa,b),b)q É dX (a,b)q /2; for this, we do not need the second term
in the left hand side of (3). Hence, dX (a,b) É dX (B(µa,b), a)+dX (B(µa,b),b) É 21−1/q dX (a,b), and therefore q Ê 1.
This is the reason why we assume q Ê 1 throughout, thus permitting the use of convexity in various steps.

We do not know if there exists a q-barycentric metric space for some q ∈ [1,2), but we have the following statement.

Proposition 28. Suppose that q ∈ [1,2) and (X ,dX ) is a non-singleton q-barycentric metric space. Then there is a metric
ρ : X ×X → [0,∞) and θ ∈ (0,1) such that the metric spaces (X ,dX ) and (X ,ρθ) are bi-Lipschitz equivalent to each other.
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It follows in particular that a metric space (X ,dX ) as in Proposition 28 cannot contain any rectifiable curve. Thus,
any q-barycentric metric space which contains a geodesic segment must satisfy q Ê 2 (this is so, in particular, for
geodesic metric spaces such as Alexandrov spaces). Note that there do exist barycentric metric spaces that do not
contain any rectifiable curve, as exhibited by, say, the real line equipped with the metric given by

p|s − t | for all s, t ∈R,
which is 4-barycentric (since the real line itself is 2-barycentric).

Proof of Proposition 28. By a "de-snowflaking" result of Laakso [175, Theorem 7.2], if for no metric ρ : X × X → [0,∞)
and θ ∈ (0,1) the desired conclusion holds, then for each ε ∈ (0,1) there would be a metric dε on the disjoint union
X t [−1,1] and (a scaling factor) λε ∈ (0,∞) with the following properties. Firstly, dε(s, t ) = |s − t | for all s, t ∈ [−1,1].
Secondly, dε(x, y) =λεdX (x, y) for all x, y ∈ X . Finally, for all s ∈ [−1,1] there existsσ(s,ε) ∈ X such that dε(σ(s,ε), s) É ε.

Suppose that (X ,dX ) is q-barycentric with constant β with respect to the barycenter map B :P<∞
X → X . Denote

∀ s ∈ [ε,1], µs
ε =

1

2
δσ(−s,ε) + 1

2
δσ(s,ε) ∈P<∞

X .

Since q Ê 1, we can use convexity to bound from below the second term in the left hand side of (3) when µ=µs
ε by(ˆ

X
dX

(
B(µs

ε), y
)q dµs

ε(y)

) 1
q

Ê dX
(
B(µs

ε),σ(−s,ε)
)+dX

(
B(µs

ε),σ(s,ε)
)

2
Ê dX

(
σ(s,ε),σ(−s,ε)

)
2

= dε
(
σ(s,ε),σ(−s,ε)

)
2λε

Ê dε(−s, s)−dε
(− s,σ(−s,ε)

)−dε
(
s,σ(s,ε)

)
2λε

Ê s −ε
λε

.

(52)

A substitution of (52) into two applications of (3) gives the estimates

dX
(
B(µs

ε),σ(−1,ε)
)q + (s −ε)q

(βλε)q É dX
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(−s,ε)

)q +dX
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(s,ε)

)q

2
, (53)

and

dX
(
B(µs

ε),σ(1,ε)
)q + (s −ε)q

(βλε)q É dX
(
σ(1,ε),σ(−s,ε)

)q +dX
(
σ(1,ε),σ(s,ε)

)q

2
. (54)

By averaging (53) and (54) and using convexity (q Ê 1) followed by the triangle inequality, we see that

dX
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(−s,ε)

)q +dX
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(s,ε)

)q +dX
(
σ(1,ε),σ(−s,ε)

)q +dX
(
σ(1,ε),σ(s,ε)

)q

4

Ê
(

dX
(
B(µs

ε),σ(−1,ε)
)+dX

(
B(µs

ε),σ(1,ε)
)

2

)q

+ (s −ε)q

(βλε)q Ê dX
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(1,ε)

)q

2q + (s −ε)q

(βλε)q .

(55)

Next, we have

dX
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(1,ε)

)= dε
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(1,ε)

)
λε

Ê dε(−1,1)−dε
(−1,σ(−1,ε)

)−dε
(
1,σ(1,ε)

)
λε

Ê 2(1−ε)

λε
.

Also,

dX
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(−s,ε)

)= dε
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(−s,ε)

)
λε

É dε(−1,−s)+dε
(−1,σ(−1,ε)

)+dε(−s,σ(−s,ε)
)

λε
É 1− s +2ε

λε
.

Analogously, dX
(
σ(−1,ε),σ(s,ε)

)
,dX

(
σ(1,ε),σ(−s,ε)

) É (1+ s +2ε)/λε and dX
(
σ(1,ε),σ(s,ε)

) É (1− s +2ε)/λε. A sub-
stitution of these estimates into (55) yields the bound 2(1−ε)q +2(s−ε)q /βq É (1− s+2ε)q + (1+ s+2ε)q , which holds
for every 0 < εÉ s É 1. By taking ε→ 0, we see that 2sq /βq É (1+ s)q + (1− s)q −2. s2. Hence necessarily q Ê 2. �
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